
TAXATION PROPOSALS OF THE GOVERNMENT

rates, the capital allowances, at the beginning, would only amount to a
deferment of a part of the tax liability. The development subsidy of
20% on capital expenditure newly incurred, on the other hand, is a total
remission of a part of tax liability.

(3) Lastly, certain deductions for expenses, hitherto allowed, will
be disallowed in the future. They are :-

(i) entertainment expenses of all kinds,
(ii) expense allowance given by a business to its executive staff,

(iii) travelling expenses of all kinds incurred in respect of the owner,
partner, director or higher grade executive of a business
(excepting the cost of passages abroad for the personal benefit
of a director or an employee and his family), and

(iv) one half of the expenditure incurred on advertising.
No change seems to have been effected in single proprietorships and

partnerships with respect to (iii) above. Sales promotion specially of
new products, may be affected, particularly by (iv).

Conclusion ;- Taking everything into account, new taxation pro-
posals may not promote economic growth; with regard to equity, will
the inequities of the so called integrated system which may not work
satisfactorilv in practice be less than those of the existing system with its
present standard of enforcement 1 Avenues of tax escape and tax avoidance
might, in all probability, increase. The net result will be that the purposes,
for which the new proposals have been introduced, wou'd be frustrated.

A. D. V. DE S. INDRARATNA.
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Gender in Colloquial Sinhalese

SYNT ACTIC criteria for the setting up of Gender as a grammatical
category in Colloquial Sinhalese are limited to the Nominal-Pro-
nominal interrelations. Morphologically, however, much more

criteria could be analysed and stated. Also, in Sinhalese it is difficult,
and also uneconomical, to treat Gender independent of the categories of
Number and Case. Case inflexions differ from Gender to Gender and
even from word group to word group within the same Gender. These
Case inflexions constitute distinct Number correlations which are, again,
distinct from Gender to Gender. I find it necessary to set up Gender,
Number and Case as three interdependent formal categories to handle the
Nominal piece in Colloquial Sinhalese, but in the present paper which is
devoted to an exponential statement of the category of Gender it is not
proposed to delve into the realms of Number and Case in any detail. For
the present purpose it is sufficient to state that one needs to set up two
Numbers and four, or in some instances five, Cases to make a statement
of the data presented in this paper. Examples quoted here arc drawn from
what may be labelled as Case 1.

The traditional statements on Gender are based on notional rather
than formal criteria. Such notional grammars are a product of an attempt
to study the functioning of linguistic phenomena in relation to extra-
linguistic concepts and notions from a 'one-to-one' point of view.
Language, however, has no one-to-one logical correlation with extra-
linguistic phenomena which may be dragged into the field of grammar.
If in any language the forms constituting a certain grammatical category
happen to show some parallel with We external world, that should be
treated as a mere coincidence. Why is the French word' la table' Femi-
nine 1 Why is the Sanskrit word' kalatra ' Neuter? These are not for
the linguist to answer. For the linguist, that is how We French and
Sanskrit languages are in use, and the linguist labels them Feminine and
Neuter because they exhibit certain phonological and grammatical charac-
teristics which distinguish them from the forms labelled in a different way.

The tradition in Sinhalese has been to treat such forms as gonaa1,

miniha, etc. as the Masculine of dens, gcra?11i, etc. which are supposed to be

1. The transcription used in this paper is adopted from the I.P.A. Long vocalics are indicated by
writing the symbol twice.
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GENDER IN COLLOQUIAL SINHALESE

Feminine. This classification is entirely notional and no linguistic criteria
could be adduced to substantiate the statement that one is the Masculine
of the other. I feel that if one form is to be labelled as the Masculine or
the Feminine of another the two forms should exhibit certain common
characteristics which may be abstracted and stated as a common stem.
In this paper, common stems are postulated for all forms which are treated
as Masculine-Feminine correlates.

A stem, however, is not a pronounceable eh:ity. The minimum
pronounceable entity in a language is the word which has the potentiality
of being used as a sentence by itself. All further classifications within the
word are statements in abstraction. Abstractions are not meant to be
pronounced; they can only be quoted.

It is necessary to classify the nominal forms in Sinhalese into two
groups from the point of view of the category of Gender. First! y, there
are those forms which can be arranged in pairs that may be labelled as
Masculine-Feminine correlatcs.f Secondly, there are those forms which
do not exhibit any criteria for such an arrangement. The main purpose
of this paper is to make a statement en the first group from a prosodic point
of view'' in order to illustrate certain characteristic features in the Nominal
piece in Sinhalese which would be of interest to the structural linguist as
well as to the comparatist. In doing this a comprehensive phonological
statement of the M/F correlates is not attempted; only certain prosodic
correlations are stated. And, stem abstractions are postulated only for the
examples under consideration. The forms constituting the second group
will be handled in even lesser detail.

M/F correlates are of three types:
(i) Those whose correspondences and differences are statable mainl y

in phonological terms. I

kukula/kikili i(cock/hen)
balla/brrlli (dog/bitch)

2. Henceforth named' MjF correlates.'
3. For prosodic theory oflinguistic analysis see,

Allen, W. S. 'Some Prosodic aspects of Retroflexion and Aspiration in Sanskrit.' BSOAS
XIII 4.

, Retroflexion in Sanskrit,' BSOAS XVI, 4.
Carnochan, J. 'Glottalization in Hausa ', TPS, 1952.
Firth, J. R. Papers in Linguistics 1934-195l.
Henderson, E. J. A., "Prosodies in Siamese,' Asia Major, i, 2.
Palmer, F. R., 'The Verb in Bilin,' BSOAS, XIX, 1.
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(ii) Those whose correspondences and differences are statable mainly
in morphological terms.
sinhJyaj sinhs dens (lion/lioness)
eluvalelu den» (goat: buck/doe)

(iii) Those whose correspondences and differences are statable both
phonologicall y and morphologically.
ataa] atinni (elephant/she elephant)
nayaa/na:yini (cobra/female cobra)
muvaaimuvatti (deer: buck/doe)

In order to state the phonological correspondences and differences
between the M/F correlates of Type I two prosodic elements of structure
are postulated as Y and Y. The exponents ofY-prosody include frontness
in articulation, whereas the exponents of Y-prosody include absence of
frontness in articulation. V-prosody is stated as an element of structure
only in forms which arc characterised by a front articulation all through.
Where there is no front articulation all through, Y-prosody is stated as
an element of structure. In other words Y and Y in this paper are meant
to be word prosodies and not syllable prosodies.

In correlates such as ktlkula/ kikili, balla] ba:lli, kllkka/ kikki, daruva] darivi,
the absence of front articulation all through the word in the first member
and the presence of front articulation all through the word in the second
member correspond to the stating ofY and Y prosodies for the two words
concerned. Naming the Y forms' Masculine' and the Y forms' Femi-
nine' it is possible to state for them the following generalised structure in
which S= stem and E = ending.

Masculine Feminine
y Y

S-ES-E

As the Nominals in question also constitute the first member of certain
compounds it is profitable to take those forms also into consideration
in setting up the stems. For instance, there are the forms balla, ba:lli as
well as balu-kama. Similarly
kolla/kella ko!u-ga:taya
kaakka/ka:a:kki kaaku-ba:a:na
vassaluassi vasu-patiya
pissalpissi pissu-miniha

(boy/girl little lad)
(crow/she crow a kind of crows)
(calf/heifer little calf)
(mad man/mad woman mad man)
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A consideration of all three instances, e.g. kolla, leel!», and kolu-, vassa,
vassi, and vaSIl-, pissa, pissi, and pissu- facilitates the setting up of common
stems whence such features as gemination and absence of gemination can
be brought into focus of attention. As far as vassa, va;' >1 and vasu- are
concerned there is a long sibilant articulation in vassa and vassi whereas
there is a short sibilant articulation in vasu-, which characteristics can be
abstracted and stated as gemination and absence of gemination respectively
by setting up only one phonematic unit in the stem structure. Not so,
however, in pissa, pissi and pissu-, where a long sibilant articulation is
observable in all three forms, whence gemination and absence of gemination
may not be stated.

The above note is to explain the final element in the stem structures
set up henceforth.

An -J ending is stated for both M. and F.
Then the gencralised phonological structure (without marking gemi-

nation etc). of the M. form kolla will be
Y

K€L-J
and that of the F. form kella will be

Y
K€L-a

In order to focus attention on this characteristic feature of MjF corre-
lates I set out below the generalised phonological structures of some forms
chosen at random.

D aR-
Y Y

-
DaR-aDaR-J

',1aruva darivi

PiSS-
Y Y

-
PiSS -a PiSS -a
pissa piss;

y Y
VaS-J VaS-J
vassa vassi
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B a LJ L-
Y Y

BaLJL-a
balala

BaLJL-J
bcelali

Va D iR-
Y Y

VaDiR-J
vaiuliri

VaDiR-a
vandura

II

In the M/F correlates of Type II a suffix den" is statable for the F.
generalised structure of these forms is as follows :-

M. : S + inflexion
F. : S + dens + inflexion

The

e.g.
M. sinheya,
M. eluva,
M. haava,
M. nariya,

F. sinh" den»
F. elu den»
F. haa den»
F. nari den»

Lion, lioness
goat: buck, doe.
hare : buck, doe.
jackal, female jackal.

III

As for the correlates of Type III, non-front articulations are observed
in the M. and front articulations in the F. forms, which correspond to the
stating of Y and Y prosodic features. In addition the F. forms have a
suffix -ni or -ti. The juncture features between the stem and the suffix
include a vocalic articulation and often also a tense consonantal articulation
statable as gemination.
e.g.

aT-
Y Y

aT-a
ataa

aT- J-NI
atinni

NaY-
y Y

NaY-J-NI
neyini (non geminate junction)

NaY-J
nayaa
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MiV-
y

...~.-~- -.~---
MiV-J

muuaa

y

Mi V-a-TI
muvatti

The Pronominal forms substitutable for the M. Nominal forms include
uu and ohu ete. which are not substitutable for the F. Nominal forms.
The Pronominal forms substitutable for the F. Nominal forms include
a:a: which is not substitutable for the M. Nominal forms. Therefore the
Pronominal forms uujohu and a:a: are further criteria for classifying M. and
F. forms into two compartments. On these grounds the forms which
do not constitute correlates can also be classified as M. or F. according
to the Pronominal functioning.

Among forms which do not fall into the group called M/F correlates,
not all forms can be named M. or F. according to the Pronominal functi-
oning. There are forms for which uu or a:a: cannot be substituted. The
Pronominal form substitutable for them is eeM. On these grounds those
forms may be classified into a still different type which may be called the
Neuter forms.

Thus for instance, malli (younger brother) will be M. nanoi (younger
sister) will be F., but they are not correlate forms. pot» (book) will be
Neuter.

The foregoing is an attempt to set up Gender as a grammatical cate-
gory in Colloquial Sinhalese from a formal point of view. It is presumed
that the observations made in this paper hold good for any Modern language.
What, for instance, are the formal criteria for establishing 'hen' as the
Feminine of ' cock' in English except where they have some inflexional

. , k' d' h 'status as 111 pea-coc an pea- en ?

M. W. S. DE SILVA.

BSOAS: Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies.
TPS: Transactions of the Philological Society.
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The Background if
The Nayakkars if Kandy

THE kings who ruled the Kandyan Kingdom from 1739 to 1815
are often called Nayakkars, This is because of their associations
with the Nayaks of South India. And these kings themselves were

conscious of this and since it was no advantage, did their best to behave
like the former Sinhalese kings, adopting their names, language and religion.
Their queens also followed the same policy and says the Ciilavamsa author;'
" The mahesis of the king too gave up false faith to which they had been
long attached, and adopted in the best manner possible the true faith
which confel( immortality."

The period covered by their rule was a very important period in the
history of Ceylon. It saw the end of Dutch rule in the maritime provinces
(1796) and its supersession by the rule of the British and also the end of
Sinhalese sovereignty which had been fighting for a long time a losing
battle for survival. The Nayakkar kings of Kandy also had a part to play
in the driving away of the Dutch and the coming of the British, as well
as in the disappearance of the independence of the Kandyan kingdom
itself. And all these events were closely connected with their origins
in India. The intimate connections the Nayaks of S. India had with the
British in India helped them to obtain their help against the Dutch in Ceylon.
And the fact that the Nayakkars were South Indians by origin led to their
being looked upon with disfavour by the Kandyan chiefs and the people;
and they were often spoken of as" Vadugas "2 in the sense of" foreigners"
or " Northerners " .

It is, however, interesting to note that inspite of this importance of
their origin so far it has received no serious attention, and authors have
always been content to call them as being of Madura or Tanjore Nayak
origin, or in a still more general sense as being of Malabar origin. The
Pali Chronicles as well as Dutch documents have left us considerable in-
formation which could indicate from where the Nayakkars came to Kandy,
and this is to a great extent confirmed by a few Tamil and English writings.
The Dutch writers, in particular, would have known their original place,
because it was in their ships that sometimes princesses were brought to
Ceylon.

1. Culavamsa, II, Chapter 98, v. 6-7.
2. Wadagai-a caste in South India.
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